she was sleeping with a stranger who insisted he was their father. In some cases they came from a comfortable middle-class home to a crowded flat in a slum or near-slum conditions; from friends, again, to an alien society where they had to make friends all over again; from a situation in which they had perhaps been neglected, had learnt independence, to one in which they were petted, fondled, embraced with a devotion perhaps guiltily over-compensating for the deprivations of the earlier years.
( 1968: 17) However, this complex model of a generation fits only one of the thirtyone contributions to the book: Johnson's own. The vast majority of the accounts depict evacuation as having been a positive experience, whether actively pleasurable or because it taught valuable life lessons. In particular, Gloria Cigman values the experience for teaching her 'adaptability' ( Johnson 1968: 41) . A position she subsequently endorses in her contribution to the 'A Life in 44 Voices' section at the end of Coe's biography: '[Bryan] hated being an evacuee . . . But I adapted . . . everything [Bryan] was defined by was something negative: negative attitude to evacuation; negative attitude to school; to universities . . . He didn't really learn to think' (413). Of course, the claim here is not really that Johnson did not think but that he was incapable of developing and adapting his thinking. This claim runs parenthetically throughout Coe's biography-'( Johnson's thinking never seemed to evolve, there was no organic growth, just a final inflexible position)' (218)-and cumulatively builds to an understanding of Johnson as being predominately defensive both in terms of his personality and in his unbending adherence to (outdated) forms of 'high modernist innovation' (450). One way of evaluating these claims is to start by examining why Johnson's account of evacuation is so much at odds with the majority of the contributions to his anthology. The introduction to The Evacuees provides some clear indicators of Johnson's possible motivations: 'Ironically enough, it was the evacuees who provided most of the raw material for the great amount of further investigation during and after the war by sociologists and psychologists into the importance of security in the early years for the subsequent development of a child's personality ' (1968: 18) . In the 'Selective Bibliography' at the end of The Evacuees (287), Johnson lists the first volume of the influential yearbook The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child (1945) and draws particular attention to one of the contributions: Katherine M. Wolf's survey of wartime child evacuation literature. This article continuously emphasises the point that successful adaptation to evacuation was dependent on, firstly, the child's prior relationship
